WJE

SERVICE PROFILE

Litigation Consulting

◼

Technical investigation

When faced with critical litigation issues, experience matters. WJE has gained

◼

Design and code review

practical experience from having completed more than 175,000 investigations.

◼

Laboratory testing and
analysis

Clients rely on us to provide expert assistance for resolving claims and disputes

◼

3-D graphic representations

accidents.

◼

Models and renderings

◼

Accident reconstruction

◼

Fact and opinion analysis

◼

Expert testimony

◼

Engineering criticality
assessment and fitness-forservice

◼

Nonlinear finite element
analysis

www.wje.com

arising from faulty design and construction, materials failures, water leakage, and

WJE professionals provide expert testimony, effectively conveying
complex technical concepts in mediations, depositions, and trials.
WJE experts offer opinions based on state-of-the-art investigation
and practical knowledge in all areas of construction technology. We
are prepared to consult on standard of care, property damage,
causation, code compliance, required repairs, and construction
defects.
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Litigation Consulting
REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
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◼

Billboard Collapse - Snellville, GA: Failure analysis

◼

Continuum Parking Garage - Austin, TX: Deterioration investigation and repair design

◼

County of Los Angeles - Los Angeles, CA: Expert testimony regarding seismic loss estimates to
all county structures following Northridge earthquake

◼

FARGODOME Multipurpose Sports and Exposition Facility - Fargo, ND: Litigation support, roof
leakage investigation, and reroof/canopy design

◼

Loop Road Bridge - Arlington, VA: Expert testimony regarding design and construction claim

◼

Lowe's Motor Speedway - Concord, NC: Investigation of structural issues to grandstands

◼

Park Regency Condos - Atlanta, GA: Balcony wall and handrail repair

◼

Robert H. Babcox Justice Center - Waukegan, IL: Water leakage investigation, repair design, and
litigation support

◼

Royal Palm Resort - Guam: Expert testimony and seismic damage investigation

◼

Seminole County Sheriff's Office, Public Safety Building - Sanford, FL: Facade inspection and
repair design

◼

Sheridan High School - Sheridan, WY: Expert testimony for construction claim and repair design
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